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30 Guilt Free Delightful Ketogenic Desserts%º FLASH SALE + FREE GIFT, GET IT FAST! %ÄJoin
the #1 global weight loss diet today with this fantastic 30-day ketogenic desserts cookbook.Do
you love great food but dislike what it does to your body? Do you want to lose weight, but hate
sticking to diets? Well, you're in the right place, because with the keto diet you CAN have your
cake and eat it!The Science Behind Weight LossYour body normally converts carbohydrates to
glucose for energy. By limiting your intake and replacing it with fats, your body enters a state of
ketosis.Here your body produces ketones created by a breakdown of fats in the liver. Without
carbohydrates as your primary source of energy your body will turn to the ketones.This
effectively cranks up the fat burning furnace and puts your body in the ultimate metabolic
state.30 High-Fat, Low-Carb Dessert RecipesPacked into this powerful little cookbook are 30 of
the most delightful ketogenic dessert recipes ever created.These simple, sumptuous afters will
have you looking forward to every treat without a trace of guilt. Finally, a diet you can enjoy!
Nutritional Information IncludedUnlike other recipe books, ours includes an exact calorie count
broken down into fat, carbs and protein to ensure you stay on track for your goals.It's up to you
if you want to use this or simply enjoy the meals, but it's nice to know it is there if you need
it.Finally, a Diet you can Enjoy!Forcing yourself to eat bland, uninspired meals is not a long-
term solution to obtaining a healthy body. You will be more likely to relapse or even abandon
your diet altogether.This ketogenic cookbook rekindles your love for food, meaning you will look
forward to your every meal. When you enjoy what you are eating the results come easy!Free
GiftFor a limited time only we are giving away 'Top 10 Ketogenic Diet Mistakes' so you can
avoid costly errors and accelerate fat loss.Download now and read on your kindle, tablet,
smartphone or computer.Tags: ketogenic cookbook, ketogenic diet, ketogenic recipes,
ketogenic diet recipes, keto recipes, keto diet, keto, weight loss, diabetes, epilepsy, LCHF,
dinners

Dr Trudy Stewart has done it again: written a highly accessible, comprehensive and practical
book aimed at newly qualified and therapists starting to specialise in stammering. I would
argue that 100 Navigation Points is also useful for experienced speech and language
therapists looking to keep up-to-date with the latest thinking on therapy approaches for young
people and adults who stammer.Navigating Adult Stammering has a pleasing logical structure,
starting (quite rightly) with the person who stammers, moving onto the therapist and the
relationship between the two, before describing a range of therapy approaches. In this way the
reader gains an overview of the different options available. The book is peppered with useful
example of real people Trudy has worked with over the years and their stammering therapy
journeys, bringing to life the therapy process. In this way Trudy generously shares her skills
and knowledge and is not afraid to describe when she has not always got things right and what
she learnt from those experiences. In line with this desire to share learning from others, she
includes comments from practising therapists reflecting on what they wish they had known at
the start of their work with dysfluent clients.Another useful feature occurring throughout the
book is the way Trudy highlights commonly occurring difficulties/challenges and possible
solutions when describing particular ways of working. In this way Trudy skilfully anticipates the
questions often posed by therapists new to the stammering field: 'what do I do if this
happens?'. Moreover, she signposts the reader to a list of useful resources at the end of every



section.The two sections which I believe deserve particular mention focus on psychological
approaches and the stammer more proudly movement, the former for the way it brings so
many different psychological approaches together in one place, the latter for its inclusive and
reflective content. For any therapist working in stammering, whether new to the area or
experienced, it is incredibly helpful to become more knowledgeable about the ways a client can
be supported psychologically and how we as therapists are often the best people to carry out
this role.With regards to the Stammer more proudly section. I was deeply impressed by the
way Trudy describes this relatively new way of considering stammering through the lens of the
social model of disability. She takes into account ground-breaking work in this area as well as
seeking individual views of people who stammer. She does not shy away from reflecting on the
potentially uncomfortable questions the stammer more proudly movement pose for us as
therapists, and how her own thinking and practice has changed.In summary, Trudy proves
herself once again to be the ultimate clinician's clinician. Drawing upon her decades of working
with people who stammer, she offers through this book an invaluable overview and insight into
how we as therapists can best empower our clients who stammer.Rachel Everard, Speech
Therapy, City Lit., LondonRecently, the publishing market has come with more and more
increasingly valuable publications on stammering. Trudy Stewart's book, although intended for
newly qualified speech-language therapists and those just starting to specialize in stammering,
will - without a doubt - be enthusiastically received by experienced fluency experts as well. This
publication covers all the essential topics related to the stammering intervention. Attentive
readers are granted access to both - the primary theoretical content and the details on
stammering therapy practice. The publication also discusses the psychological approaches
used in stammering. Furthermore, the author explains complex topics, e.g., relapse in
stammering therapy. The book is written clearly and reader-friendly while integrating updated
knowledge with the author's rich clinical experience. From the very beginning, the reader will
confront a holistic and humanistic approach to stammering and people who stammer. This
book promotes stammering therapy based on trust, acceptance, and partner cooperation
between the speech-language therapist and the clients along with their families and
community.The uniqueness of this book is that it was written by a wise, extraordinarily
experienced, and modest professional who emphasizes building a partner relationship from the
first moments of contact with the client. The author shows how important it is to become an
attentive therapist who can listen to the clients - learn from them and with them. It should be
appreciated how open and ready the author is to share her own thoughts, be authentic and
sincere in contact with the client. Her eagerness as an SLT to reveal her imperfections is
laudable. Her understanding and acceptance toward the stammering phenomenon and
individuals who stammer can model her readers. Above all, the commentaries by the
experienced clinicians, including the author herself, wishing that they had attained this
knowledge when they were newly qualified clinicians have added vital wisdom. These
comments are a treasure trove and contain important lessons for any clinician.I cannot wait for
this book to be available in the bookstores. As a professor, I can imagine how meaningful it will
be for speech-language therapy students to familiarize themselves with its content. I wish I had
had the opportunity to read this book when I took my first steps in stammering
therapy.Professor Katarzyna W�—6–W'6¶�À University of Silesia in Katowice, Poland, European
Fluency Specialist & ECSF coach, International Cluttering Association SecretaryDespite
stammering being a core part of Speech and Language Therapy training, the first steps into
working with clients who stammer can be daunting. I well remember the anxiety before
stepping into the waiting room to greet my first adult client who stammered. What if they ask



me something I couldn't answer? Am I up to the job of this 'specialist' area? And, worst of all,
what if my lack of experience makes their situation worse? In this book, Dr Trudy Stewart
eases the transition into the world of working with adults who stammer by acknowledging these
worries and providing clear and sensible steps forward.Dr Stewart has long been a leading
voice in the field of stammering. Her background of clinical work, leadership, research and
teaching all have a common thread of 'client-centeredness' woven through them. The same is
true from this book. Through these navigational points she provides a road map for working
with adults who stammer, but with the reassurance that the final destination isn't ours to know.
The client will set the destination and choose the mode of travel. Our job is to help plan the
route and make appropriate stop offs at key places.Through a clearly laid out and accessibly
written series of chapters we are guided through this journey; starting with first principals about
stammering and challenging the potential preconceptions that newer clinicians may have about
their role and purpose when working with adults who stammer, moving through initial meetings
and case histories and into the range of therapy and support options we may employ. To do
this she draws on well-established ways of working and also introduces newer ideas (e.g.,
stammer more proudly) with equal weighting to the old. She shares what has worked from
personal and shared experiences, as well as discussing what the academic literature has to
say on the subject, suggesting stop off points along the way by sign posting resources or
further reading for those who wish to delve deeper. Throughout the book Dr Stewart provides a
neutral discussion about the range of approaches to working with stammering, placing herself
firmly in the midpoint, not pushing a particular approach on the client, but being there to
explore options and find what works for them. Each chapter is broken down into short bite
sized points to consider along the journey. This allows the reader to dip in and out of the book,
using the book as a reference guide and checking in throughout working with the client.I
heartily recommend this book to clinicians taking their first steps into the world of stammering.
I'm certain that had this been available to me as a new clinician I would have had a well
thumbed copy in the top drawer of my desk at all times. And who knows, I may still do so.
Whilst reading this book I couldn't help but reflect on the clients that I'm currently working with,
checking in that I had spent enough time at each stage of the journey, making sure that I hadn't
missed or over looked part of the process. After all, even experienced travellers need a map
sometimes.Ben Bolton-Grant, Course Director, MSc Speech and Language Therapy, Speech
and Language Sciences, Leeds Beckett UniversityI never thought I'd say this about a textbook
but 100 Navigational Points: Dysfluency is a great read! The book is filled with an extensive
variety of information and approaches which is not only detailed, but clear and comprehensive.
From a Speech and Language Therapist (SLT) student's perspective (having not learnt about
stammering yet), the book gave me a deep insight into dysfluency and most importantly,
individuals who stammer.Trudy truthfully reflects on her personal growth as a therapist and
emphasises the positivity in inexperience; showing your uncertainty and vulnerability is an
influential approach when working with a client. I can only imagine how useful this book will be
to a therapist who is feeling inexperienced in a role where they are new to stammering. The
advice felt relatable and reassuring, whilst reminding me that we, as therapists, should always
aspire to self-improve. What traits can I develop further? What can I do now that I wasn't doing
before?The use of hypothetical situations, real-life case examples and analogies helps evoke a
profound sense of empathy and understanding from the reader - making the book distinct in
contrast to other textbooks. By the end of the book, I felt I had a well-rounded, holistic view of
the person who stammers and the various therapy approaches. The use of critical evaluation in
the book on perspectives such as the medical and social models of disability also allows the



reader to challenge the generalizations and stereotypes associated with stammering.This book
is invaluable to a therapist new to stammering, as Trudy talks about knowledge that she wishes
she had known at the start of her role. I really recommend this book, whether it is utilised to
update therapists on new research or as a starting out 'go to' resource. I will certainly take
forward many of the book's approaches and advice into my future as a SLT.Isobel Hart,
Student Speech & Language therapistDr. Trudy Stewart has composed a true gift for both
Speech and Language Therapists (SLTs) working in the field of Stammering, as well as clients
seen by therapists who read this book. I would go as far to say that this brilliantly structured
book is a Stammering Therapy Bible for SLTs. Dr. Stewart's wealth of knowledge and
experience is admirable, and she has created a practical, applicable, and generalisable guide
for SLTs. This book is extremely comprehensive whilst remaining concise and easy to read and
navigate, and is essential reading for SLTs in this field. It will support therapists to be truly
person-centred, use evidence-based practise, and empower and promote advocacy for a
person with a stammer. The incorporation of advice regarding how to be a good therapist and
build an appropriate, strong, therapeutic relationship is invaluable. For newly qualified
therapists or those starting out in this area, the many therapeutic methods in this field can
often feel overwhelming and daunting; however, this book consolidates the extensive volume of
research and therapy approaches available into an organised filing cabinet. The anecdotal
examples, structure and diagrams make this book highly accessible and enable a therapist to
apply their knowledge from this book to their practise. This book is also a fantastic resource for
further reading, as Dr. Stewart provides references and recommendations regarding where to
find further information on specific areas- essentially, doing all the legwork and saving many
hours of research for the reader. Furthermore, this book is highly relevant to current times in
terms of considering and exploring newer approaches such as telehealth, the social model to
health, the importance of psychological approaches such as mindfulness, and stammering
pride. I am truly grateful for Dr. Stewart's ability to create such an enjoyable, comprehensive,
and accessible book for which I would like to thank her on behalf of all SLTs with an interest in
this area.Ashleigh Wolinsky, Speech and Language Therapist, Gesher SchoolIt's far too
common to see a great divide in the world of stuttering. The divide between the top of the
iceberg and the bottom of the iceberg, between professionals and people who stutter, between
the push to change and the need to accept, between the individual journey and the broader
movements.This book weaves it together - presenting a broader range of perspective and
experiences. The reader of this book will be smarter about stuttering in general.And more
importantly and far more rare, the reader will understand more of the inside story.Uri
Schneider, MA CCC-SLP, Director, Schneider Speech Faculty, University of California
Riverside School of Medicine--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorTrudy
Stewart is a retired consultant speech and language therapist. She studied in universities in
Glasgow, Michigan State (USA) and Leeds. She worked in the UK with children and adults who
stammer for nearly 40 years. Her last role was clinical lead of the Stammering Support Centre
in Leeds. Trudy has taught undergraduate, graduate and specialist courses for clinicians in the
UK, Europe and Sri Lanka, including on the European Clinical Specialisation in Fluency
Disorders (ECSF) course. She has carried out research while a clinician, presented her work at
international conferences and written several texts on stammering. She recently co-wrote and
directed a play about stammering called 'Unspoken.'--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Copyright © 2016Recipes 365All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying,
recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of
the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain
other non-commercial uses permitted by copyright law.• BEFORE YOU BEGIN •Free Bonus
Guide: Top 10 Ketogenic Diet MistakesWe’ve put together a free companion guide to go with
this recipe book. It features the top 10 mistakes made by people on the ketogenic diet.If you
want to avoid costly mistakes and accelerate your progress you will find a link to the guide at
the back of this book. If you can’t wait that long, click below now!• Click Here or Below to See
Your Free Guide Now •Table of ContentsIntroductionCoconut BarsPumpkin Ice Cream with
PecansPumpkin BlondiesPeanut Butter FudgeButtered Pecan Ice CreamKeto Mug
ChurroButterscotch Ice CreamMocha Ice CreamCoconutty Chocolate MacaroonsKeto Cookie
ButterPeanut Butter MilkshakeStrawberry MilkshakeChunky Chocolate Ice CreamChia Seed
BlondiesCoconut Mocha Mug CakeGreenie LatteWhiskey Vanilla Mug CakeChocolate Peanut
Butter Mug CakeMaple Mug CakeChocolate Mug CakeKeto Chocolate GanacheKeto
ChocolateKeto Hot ChocolatePeanut Butter and Chocolate PuddingMuscle Chocolate
CakeChocolate Peanut Butter Ice CreamKeto Mug BrownieKeto White Chocolate BarkChai
Mug CakeMacadamia Coconut CustardFree Bonus Guide: Top 10 Keto
MistakesIntroductionHello there, sweet tooth!Welcome to 30 days of delicious desserts,
ketogenic style. By now you are probably well aware of the benefits of going keto but just in
case you need to refresh your memory, here’s a quick top-up before we dive right into the
recipes.The Science in a NutshellYour body normally converts carbohydrates to glucose for
energy. By limiting your intake and replacing it with fats, your body enters a state of
ketosis.Here your body produces ketones, created by a breakdown of fats in the liver. Without
carbohydrates as your primary source of energy your body will turn to the ketones instead.This
effectively cranks up the fat burning furnace and puts your body in the ultimate metabolic
state.What Keto Can do for YouKeto has its origins in treating healthcare conditions such as
epilepsy, type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, metabolic syndrome, auto-brewery
syndrome and high blood pressure but now has much wider application in weight control.This
diet, then, will take you above and beyond typical results and propel you into a new realm of
total body health. If you want to look and feel the best you possibly can, all without sacrificing
your love of delicious food, then this is the cookbook for you.Things to RememberA healthy diet
is not solution to anything in and of itself; it must be applied as part of a healthy lifestyle in
order to see maximum results.Think of the ketogenic diet as the foundation of your new body. If
you want to build something truly special on top of it then design your lifestyle with that goal in
mind.Cutting out junk food goes without saying, as does ditching bad habits such as smoking
and drinking. Exercise, too, will take you to heights you never thought was possible.So, as you
explore these delectable dishes and embark on the keto diet, try not to neglect other areas or
responsibility.Let this be the start of something great!The RecipesWe wanted to make it as
simple as possible for you to get in the kitchen and rustle up something special, so you will find
each recipe laid out in an easy to follow format.Each begins with a short intro to the dish,
followed by the serving size and list of ingredients. Remember, this diet is designed to rekindle
your love of food not extinguish it with rules and regulations, so don’t be afraid to
experiment.Use the ingredients as general guidelines and follow the instructions as best you
can. You may not get everything perfect first time, every time but that is what makes it yours!



Keep at it for the full 30 days of eating and you will no doubt establish a few firm favorites which
you can turn into your specialty dishes over time.Each recipe ends with a breakdown of key
nutritional information including number of calories and amount of fats, carbohydrates and
protein.Again, this isn’t to be obsessed over. Food is something to be enjoyed, so if you are
going to keep note of your intake levels then just make it a general estimate.Once you start
loving what you are eating mealtimes will become something to look forward to. Take this as
encouragement, go forth and cook to your heart’s content!DessertsCoconut BarsThese keto
no-bake bars are a breeze to make! Just mix everything together and let ‘em chill in the
fridge.Serving size:This recipe yields 8 servings.Ingredients:1 tsp. cinnamon1/4 cup butter
(melted)1/2 cup cashews1/4 cup maple syrup (sugar free)1 cup almond flour1/4 cup shredded
coconut1 pinch saltDirections:1. Add the almond flour and melted flour to a large bowl. Mix
well.2. Now (with dramatic flourish) toss in the salt, syrup, coconut, and cinnamon.3. Roughly
chop the cashews and toss into the mixture. Make sure everything is well combined.4. Place
parchment paper in a baking dish and evenly spread the coconut mixture.Chill for at least 2
hours.Slice and munch!Nutritional information (per serving):Calories: 185Fat: 18gCarbs:
4.5gProtein: 4gPumpkin Ice Cream with PecansIce cream isn’t just for the carb carefree
anymore! Try the delicious pumpkin, keto friendly, ice cream recipe made with cottage cheese!
Serving size:This recipe yields 4 servings.Ingredients:2 cups coconut milk1/2 tsp. xanthan
gum20 drops liquid stevia1/2 cup pumpkin puree1/2 cup cottage cheese1/3 cup erythritol
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Cupcake and Sprinkles, “This book offers up a great variety of different types of foods that you
can .... This book offers up a great variety of different types of foods that you can make with a
good variety of ingredients. Of all the ones that I have tried from this book, I haven't found one
that was hard to do and all of them were simply amazing. I love how easy it is to read this book
and storing it is a breeze. I know that a lot of people have gotten away from actual cookbooks
in favor of online versions, but this is truly one of those books that can and should be passed
down among generations for great meals! I love i”
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jgw, “Five Stars. Some of the recipes are great, others are YUK! but the book is free, so I
appreciated it.”

Teri, “Good recipes. Only thing I didn't like was too .... Good recipes. Only thing I didn't like was
too many ice cream recipes that require an ice cream machine.”

tjackz, “Great for sweet tooth cravings. Great for keto dieters that need recipes for keto friendly
desserts! The number of carbs are given with each recipe as well.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. Have not really read it.”

The book by Recipes365 Cookbooks has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 19 people have provided
feedback.
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